


I will be able to 
use context as a clue 

to the meaning of 
a word



1. WOD – Embodies POS – V

MOD – “Helen McGuire is playing Helen, 
so Mr. Dodd says, because, out of the 
entire sixth grade, she most embodies 
Helen of Troy. Great. Helen McGuire had 
no idea who Helen of Troy even was! 
When she found out, well, you should 
have seen her—flirting with all the boys, 
really acting the part.” 

Prediction –



Definition –
Represents



2. WOD – Wanderlust POS – N

MOD – “My father has been gone 
for almost three years. The truth is 
that he got struck with the 
wanderlust—emphasis on “lust,” 
my mother says—and we haven’t 
heard from him since.” 

Prediction –



Definition – A strong desire to travel



3. WOD – Odyssey POS – N
MOD – “’Your father’s on his own 
odyssey,’ my mother said… 
Sometimes Mom hears things 
through old friends—that he has 
traveled across the ocean, that he 
is living on an island…” 
Prediction –



Definition – An extended journey marked by 
wandering, adventure, and changes of fortune



For each box below, choose one journal 
prompt to address. Journals should be a 
minimum of 5 sentences in length and 
must include the selected vocabulary 

word. Please darken your 
punctuation, highlight the 

vocabulary word, and make sure 
sentences don’t start with a 

conjunction (so, and, or, but, because).



1.Vita is jealous that Helen embodies Helen of Troy, 
the part that she desires.  Describe a time when 
you became jealous of someone because they 
embodied everything  that you desired to be.

2. Have you ever been struck with the wanderlust?  
If you could travel anywhere in the world where 
would you go and why?  Describe the things you 
would expect to see in this foreign place.

3. An odyssey is an adventure.  Tell me about your 
greatest adventure. 



4. WOD – Fretting POS – V

MOD – “We’re all just players 
strutting and fretting our hour 
on the stage.” 

Prediction –



Definition – To be constantly or visibly 
worried or anxious



5. WOD – Incantation POS – N

MOD – “I know that I must say 
something, to make this more like a 
ceremony. I think of any Greek words I 
know: spanakopita, moussaka, gyro. I 
say them over and over out loud until 
they blur into a litany, my own 
incantation...’” 

Prediction –



Definition – Chant of words or phrases that is 
meant to produce a magical result.



6. WOD – Stifled POS – V
MOD – “She looked surprised.  
Neither of us cooks much.  ‘No more 
burnt offerings when I’m not home,’ 
she said. She looked upset and 
distracted, and Old Farfel didn’t give 
that stifled laugh of his.” 
Prediction –



Definition – Restrained; smothered



For each box below, choose one journal 
prompt to address. Journals should be a 
minimum of 5 sentences in length and 
must include the selected vocabulary 

word. Please darken your 
punctuation, highlight the 

vocabulary word, and make sure 
sentences don’t start with a 

conjunction (so, and, or, but, because).



4. What in your life causes you to fret or worry?  Use 
great description to paint a picture of what this 
feels like.

5. Vita believes that an incantation will make all of 
her wishes and desires come true.  Describe an 
outside force that you believe helps you in 
achieving your dreams (i.e. shooting stars, birthday 
wishes, horoscopes, fortune cookies, praying).  

6. Pieces of our true selves can be stifled when we 
are around people whom we don’t really know.  
What pieces do you stifle? 



7. WOD – Scourge POS – N

MOD – “’The gods must have 
envied me my beauty, for now my 
name is a curse. I have become 
hated Helen, the scourge of Troy.’” 

Prediction –



Definition – Cause of serious trouble or 
great suffering



8. WOD – Supplication POS – N

MOD – “I bow before the altar, 
feeling my tunic rise. ‘Hear my 
supplication,’ I say …” 

Prediction –



Definition – Humble pleas or request



9. WOD – Wrought POS – V
MOD – “’Do not envy me such 
beauty—it has wrought only 
pain and despair.’” 
Prediction –



Definition – Created; produced



For each box below, choose one journal 
prompt to address. Journals should be a 
minimum of 5 sentences in length and 
must include the selected vocabulary 

word. Please darken your 
punctuation, highlight the 

vocabulary word, and make sure 
sentences don’t start with a 

conjunction (so, and, or, but, because).



7. Helen is described as the scourge of Troy, hated 
for the problems she caused.  What or who is the 
scourge in your life?

8. Tell me about a time when you offered 
supplication for something terrible you had done.

9. In the play, Helen of Troy says not to envy her 
for her beauty because it has only wrought pain 
and despair.  What should we not envy about you 
because it has only wrought negative results.     


